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Figure 1: Set of TTF µGestures that can be performed while contacting a touchscreen. Left: three TAP performed by the thumb
on the index, middle and either the ring or little finger. Center: two SWIPE along the index or the middle finger, in both
directions. Right: three TAP on the nail of the middle, ring and little fingers.
Abstract

Wepresent a set of 8 thumb-to-fingermicrogestures (TTF µGestures)
that can be used as an additional modality to enrich touch interac-
tion in eyes-free situations. TTF µGestures possess characteristics
especially suited for peoplewith visual impairment (PVI). They have
never been studied specifically for PVI to improve accessibility of
touchscreen devices. We studied a set of 33 common TTF µGestures
to determine which are feasible and usable without seeing while the
index is touching a surface. We found that the constrained position
of the hand and the absence of vision prevent participants from
being able to efficiently target a specific phalanx.

Thus, we propose a set of 8 TTF µGestures (6 taps, 2 swipes)
balancing resiliency (i.e., low error-rate) and expressivity (i.e., num-
ber of possible inputs): as a dimension combined with the touch
modality, it would realistically multiply the touch command space
by eight. Within our set of 8 TTF µGestures, we chose a subset of 4
µGestures (2 taps and 2 swipes) and implemented an exploration
scenario of an audio-tactile map with a raised-line overlay on a
touchscreen and tested it with 7 PVI. Their feedback was positive
on the potential benefits of TTF µGestures in enhancing the touch
modality and supporting PVI interaction with touchscreen devices.
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1 Introduction
Microgestures (µGestures) enable interaction at your fingertips:

they are small movements performed intentionally as inputs. Single
hand µGestures - and specifically, thumb-to-finger (TTF) µGestures,
which are made with the thumb on other fingers of the same hand
- display great expressivity: they offer a variety of possible gestures
(e.g., tap, swipe) that can be performed accurately on distinct parts
of the fingers by taking advantage of the hand dexterity and the
proprioception. Current research on µGestures shows that they are
cognitively undemanding ([47, 57, 70]), eyes-free [69] and always
available [57]: three characteristics especially suited for interaction
for people with visual impairment (PVI). Yet, while µGestures have
been studied in a variety of situations ([10, 15, 64, 69] to cite a few),
to the best of our knowledge they have never been studied with
PVI, despite the opportunities they could offer to this audience.

TTF µGestures could provide a way to improve the accessibility
of various devices, and most notably touchscreen devices. Indeed,
PVI rely more and more on touchscreen devices for everyday tasks
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[1, 29, 40] such as reading, social interaction, outdoor navigation or
object recognition. Nowadays, PVI mainly use two input modalities
for interaction: voice and touch. Voice is used a lot by PVI for textual
inputs or punctual discrete commands (e.g., opening an application).
However, it would rapidly become laborious if vocal commands had
to be repeated several times (e.g., changing parameters in a word
processing software), and voice interaction raises several concerns
regarding privacy and discretion [51]. Being the main interaction
modality of touchscreen devices, touch is massively used by PVI.
However, interacting with current touchscreen devices still poses
accessibility problems despite their built-in accessibility tools (e.g.,
Android’s TalkBack1, iOs VoiceOver2). These tools are commonly
named “screen readers”: as their name implies, they translate the 2D
screen’s interface into a 1D list of items to be explored sequentially
via an audio feedback.While this allows PVI to access digital content
to some extent, it considerably lengthens the interaction, because
each item has to be accessed in order. Command inputs are limited
in the same manner: for instance, a sighted person could directly
select the required item in a menu, while a PVI would have to
navigate with taps and swipes through each item until finding the
right one. Not only navigating menus is especially long and tedious
without visual feedback [49], but even simple commands such as
copying and pasting can require a dozen interactions3. That is why
accessibility tools propose gesture shortcuts (e.g., 2-finger Z-shaped
pattern to close an alert) 4. However shortcuts such as drawing
and time-based on-screen gestures are difficult to perform by PVI
[38] or are poorly recognized by devices [56]. Moreover, PVI prefer
simple gestures (i.e., with one stroke, one finger, one direction, no
angle) [14]. All in all, this shows that shortcuts are limited in their
capability to improve touchscreen devices’ accessibility for PVI.

To enhance touch modality, in this paper we explore a multi-
modal solution by using TTF µGestures. This is a form of “touch
overloading”: it consists of adding one or several modalities as an
additional dimension to a touch input to trigger different commands
[32]. For instance a touch with one finger on an icon application
could open it, and the same touch on an icon while the thumb is
touching the index could open a contextual menu. There are several
approaches using other modalities for touch overloading, such as
the pressure level [27, 30, 50] or the hand’s posture [48] but most
of them rely on visual perception to be used optimally [30, 38, 59]
and lack accessibility for PVI. Grounded in this context, the cur-
rent paper focuses on TTF µGestures as a modality to enrich the
touch input space for PVI. To explore the combination of the touch
modality with the TTF µGestures modality, we present the results
of an experiment to identify which TTF µGestures are usable while
touching the touchscreen of a device. Our goal is to identify a set of
TTF µGestures to overload the touch modality. Concretely, we stud-
ied a set of 33 TTF µGestures based on the literature to determine
which are feasible and usable while the index is touching a sur-
face, thus extending previous literature on TTF µGestures studies
[15, 34, 57, 70]. We made the hypothesis that some µGestures would
be much harder to perform in this situation compared to studies
where the hand position is not constrained. The set comprises taps,

1Talkback for Android
2Voice Over for iOS
3How to copy-paste with VoiceOver
4Apple’s support: How to use gestures with VoiceOver

double taps and swipes performed by the thumb on all fingers of
the same hand while differentiating the areas on which they are
done (i.e., three phalanxes per finger plus nail). We designed a glove
prototype and an experiment in order to systematically evaluate
each TTF microgesture of the set in terms of error rate and comfort.
We found that the constrained position of the hand and the absence
of vision hinder participants when targeting a specific phalanx.
In our experiment, 34.2% of the time, participants performed the
gesture in the wrong area. By increasing the target size (i.e., the
TTF µGesture can be performed on any phalanx of the finger), we
drastically improved participants’ performances. Thus, our results
allow us to put forward a set of 8 TTF µGestures (6 taps, 2 swipes)
that are usable while the index is touching a surface. This proposed
set is a fair tradeoff between resiliency (i.e., low error-rate) and
expressivity (i.e., number of possible inputs): as a dimension com-
bined with the touch modality, it would realistically multiply the
touch command space by eight. This gesture set can serve as a
conservative baseline for researchers and designers that need a
touch overloading modality for PVI - or even sighted participants.

Within our set of 8 TTF µGestures (Figure 1), we chose a subset
of 4 TTF µGestures (2 taps and 2 swipes) and implemented an explo-
ration scenario of an audio-tactile map with a raised-line overlay on
a touchscreen and tested it with 7 PVI. Their feedback was positive
on the potential benefits of TTF µGestures in enhancing the touch
modality and supporting PVI interaction with touchscreen devices.

We contribute the following results and insights: 1) a set of 8
TTF µGestures usable conjointly with the touch modality; 2) an
application which use a subset of 4 TTF µGestures to interact with
an audio-tactile map on tablet; 3) feedback of 7 PVI about the utility
and usability of TTF µGestures to enhance touch interaction.

2 Related Work
Current touchscreen devices have built-in accessibility features

(e.g., Voice Over for iOS and Talkback for Android) which include
verbal descriptions and accessible input interaction features. Several
studies evaluated these accessibility tools in a variety of contexts
and many problems persist [2, 20]. Typically, accessible interactive
features include eyes-free menus and shortcuts. Menus usually
rely on a triggering gesture, and then multiple gestures to select
the required element. These sequences are long and tedious (e.g.,
copying/pasting can require an input trajectory with a dozen of
gestures). On-screen gesture shortcuts are quicker than menus.
They can be simple (e.g., a double tap to zoom in) or more complex
(e.g., 2-finger Z-shaped pattern to close an alert). They can however
be difficult to perform by PVI [38] or be poorly recognized [56].

Accessibility features based on the touch modality have inherent
problems that need to be tackled. In this section we first review the
approaches for touch overloading before we focus on TTF µGesture
as a new modality for PVI.
2.1 Touch Overloading: Enriching touch input

Touch overloading could be a valuable solution to improve the in-
put bandwidth of touch interaction. On current touchscreen devices,
touch overloading usually relies on the use of multiple contacts
(e.g., pinch), repetition (e.g., double tap) and/or time (e.g., dwell or
hold) as supplementary dimensions to enhance input possibilities.

https://support.google.com/accessibility/android/answer/6007100
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT211899
https://mac-tecc.blogspot.com/2012/02/how-to-cut-copy-and-paste-while-using.html
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/operate-iphone-using-voiceover-gestures-iph3e2e2329/ios
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However the research community has explored other approaches.
Some leveraged the shear force produced by the finger on the sur-
face [31], or discriminated between different parts of the finger (e.g.,
knuckle, nail, tip) to trigger different commands [32, 45]. Several
studies used various levels of pressure on the surface [27, 30, 50],
while other relied on multitouch through bimanual interactions, for
instance using a second hand to switch between modes [8]. This
can also be achieved by using another finger of the same hand [28].
Relying on rhythmic patterns was also proposed [26] as well as
associating command triggers to a specific number of contacts on
a surface [44]. Such approaches increase the bandwidth for touch
interaction, but most of them do not scale up (e.g,. for multitouch,
number of limbs are limited), while repetition (e.g., quadruple taps)
and time-based (e.g., dwell) options are tedious and delay the in-
teraction flow. Besides, most of these approaches rely on visual
perception to be used optimally [30, 59] and lack accessibility for
PVI [38]. For instance, visual feedback (e.g., gauges) is necessary to
precisely control pressure-based input [30, 59], while location and
orientation-based inputs require spatial accuracy [38].

Research studies on touch overloading for PVI are scarce. In
order to improve touchscreen interaction for PVI, many solutions
rely on tangible and tactile overlays [23]. Kane et al. created physi-
cal cut out overlays for touchscreens marked with a fiduciary tag
[37]. These overlays not only add tactile cues but also change the
action of a touch event passing through the cut outs. As it techni-
cally uses another dimension (i.e., the overlays), it can arguably be
considered as touch overloading. However solutions relying on tan-
gible overlay can be expensive and cumbersome [37]. Since voice
is frequently used by PVI as an input modality, another approach
is to combine touch with speech commands. Previous research has
shown that combined gesture and voice input can improve interac-
tion in various contexts (e.g., desktop, mobile device, immersive 3D
graphics, augmented reality) [9]. The benefit of combining gesture
and speech is that they can be used to express complementary in-
puts [17] but all the studied combinations rely on a visual context
for gesture, not applicable for PVI. For enhancing touch without
visual context, speech commands define a possible approach but
PVI can be reluctant to talk to their device in public spaces [51],
or feel they lack control[7, 18, 73]. In this work we focus on a new
modality for PVI, µGestures, to enrich touch interaction.
2.2 Touch Overloading for PVI

TTF µGestures: an Eyes Free Input Modality: µGestures
are small movements performed intentionally as a form of input.
They are part of what Ashbrook defines as “micro-interactions”:
interactions that last less than four seconds [4]. Wolf et al. [69, 70]
describe µGestures as slight movements performed with the hands
and fingers but other parts of the body can be used too (e.g., feet
[3, 19], head [21], eyes [35, 61], even teeth [16]).

Single-hand µGestures, as defined by Chan et al. [15], are finger
gestures performed using one hand on itself. In their elicitation
study of 1632 gestures, the thumb was used 88% of the time. Thumb-
to-finger (TTF) µGestures (i.e., the thumb touching another finger)
were further studied by Soliman et al. [58], who identified its ges-
tural primitives and introduced a four-dimensional design space:
A) the touch initiator (i.e., which finger perform the touch), B)

what location on another finger is touched, C) what touch action is
performed (i.e., a tap, a swipe), D) how fingers are flexed.

Kuo et al. investigated thumb and finger functional work space
(i.e., the range of movements) and found that the Thumb-Index
and Thumb-Middle finger pairs have the maximal functional work
space [41]. Huang et al. found that tap and stroke µGestures per-
formed by the thumb on the index or middle finger of the dominant
hand are comfortable [34]. Each finger can be divided in two or
three segments (i.e., phalanxes) clearly delimited by knuckles and
wrinkles. Several studies used them as touch targets [36, 55, 62, 68],
while others further subdivided the segments [34, 63].

Preference and perceived comfort of the fingers’ areas for TTF
µGestures was explored by a number of studies [34, 36, 39, 62, 64].
They show that the index and middle fingers rate high in comfort
of use, followed by the ring then little fingers in decreasing order.
Comfort rating follows a similar trend along the finger, with the tip
of the finger rating high, followed by the middle section and then
the bottom one. Preference between the volar (i.e., palm side) and
radial side (i.e., side facing the thumb) of the finger was studied and
showed a tendency toward the radial side for the index and middle
fingers, but the volar side for the ring and little fingers [36, 62].
The nail area was also studied: several studies conclude that it is a
viable, always available, and appreciated input location [39, 42].

As far as we know, work on TTF µGestures for PVI has barely
been addressed to-date [24, 52]. Partly because they allow for TTF
µGestures, Feng found that hand-mounted controllers (e.g., ring)
were preferred to other types of controllers such as hip-mounted or
head-mounted (e.g., belt, glasses) [24]. Oh et al. studied preferences
between several on-body touch input locations and found that
same-hand gestures (not necessarily TTF µGestures) rated last out
of the five locations in terms of ease of use and comfort, mostly
because participants were unfamiliar with the interaction [52].

Combining touch and TTF µGestures: A touchscreen device
allowing only for simple and double taps, combined with only two
TTF µGestures (e.g., the thumb touching the index or the middle
finger), could provide 2+2*2=6 types of taps (i.e., simple tap and
double tap without the thumb touching any finger, same with the
thumb touching the index, and same with the thumb touching the
middle finger). This motivated the studies that used TTF µGestures
to increase touch input expressivity [8, 63, 72]. For instance, Tsai et
al. overloaded touch input on a smartphone by using TTF µGestures
to switch between modes when the thumb touched specific areas
on the index [63]. Surale et al. compared six overloading techniques
for switching touch mode: 1) long press, 2) non-dominant hand,
3) two-fingers, 4) hard press, 5) knuckle, and 6) thumb-to-finger
[8]. They found that the thumb-to-finger technique (i.e., a TTF
µGesture) is the best technique when touch accuracy is required.
In addition, it was highly rated by participants, both overall and
on the ease-of-use aspect. Altogether, these results show that TTF
µGestures are usable and enhance expressivity. However, no study
have been conducted to evaluate and compare the usability of the
most common TTF µGestures found in literature to be used in
conjunction with touch modality. That is why, in the following, the
first study focuses on which TTF µGestures can be used when the
index is in contact with a touchscreen. Having identified the set of
possible TTF µGestures, a second study shows how to use a subset
of these TTF µGestures in a multimodal application.
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3 Study 1: Usability of constrained µGestures
3.1 Experiment Design

Our study investigates from an ergonomic standpoint which
TTF µGestures can be used as an extra modality conjointly to the
touch modality when the index is in contact with a touchscreen.

Participants: 9 sighted volunteers (3 females) aged from 20 to
34 (Mean 25.9, Std. dev 4.6) participated in this experiment. All
participants (except one) are right-handed, 3 play an instrument.
The left-handed participant uses computers with a mouse and plays
an instrument (bass guitar) as a right-handed person.

As it focuses on µGestures motor control, we do not need PVI
participants for this study. Indeed, performance and comfort of
doing µGestures are related to the biomechanics of the hand rather
than whether the subject is visually impaired or not. Our rationale
is based on Palani et al.[53]: in three experiments, they found no
differences between PVI and blindfolded sighted participants in the
ability to perform kinesio-tactile perceptual tasks. In addition, in a
systematic review on empirical evaluations of technology for PVI,
Brulé et al. [13] found that 178 studies tested interaction techniques
“at the level of actions” with sighted participants, which shows
that it is generally adequate to do so. Finally, these authors men-
tioned that, when possible, relying on sighted volunteers reduces
constraints related to PVI participating in experiments (such as
mobility issues and availability of volunteers) [13].

Apparatus: Participants are seated in front of a 10.1” tablet
(Huawei MediaPad T5 Lite, 24*15,5 cm), laid on a table in front of
them. A 17” screen is placed at head level in front of them to display
instructions and feedback. To capture the µGestures performed dur-
ing the experiment, some techniques are based on cameras, however,
they suffer greatly from occlusion (i.e joints and finger segments are
hidden from camera’ sight) and require calibration [55, 58]. Other
approaches based on remote sensors have been designed, includ-
ing Tomography [75], radar [65], IMU [62], magnetometer [15],
and a combination of a microphone and a gyroscope [74]. These
methods are promising for non-intrusive recognition of µGestures
but the set of recognized gestures is still limited. Other approaches
rely on contact sensors [39, 66, 67]. More easily reproducible ap-
proaches are based on gloves with touch sensors [36, 43, 62, 71].
Our glove prototype uses conductive yarn and an Arduino board
(Figure 2). A custom Python software runs the experiment, receives
and processes data from the glove and logs the experimental data.

TTF µGesture set: As PVI mainly use their left hand when
exploring a tactile or digital graphic [6], participants are asked to
perform TTF µGestures with their left hand, without looking at it
and with the index touching the tablet’s screen. Based on previous
studies on hands-free TTF µGestures [34, 36, 62], we selected tap

Figure 2: Left: Example of a stimulus shown to the partici-
pants: a TAP µGesture at the base of the index. Right: Glove
prototype used in this experiment.

and swipe TTF µGestures as they are preferred by users [15]. The
finger parts on which to perform TTF µGestures are the phalanxes
[34, 36] and the nails [39]. In our experimental setting, the index
finger is in contact with the surface, so the top phalanx and nail
of the index were not reachable with the thumb and were thus
discarded from the set. Our set includes 33 TTF µGestures in total:
11TAP (top, middle, bottom phalanxes except the index top phalanx
× index, middle, ring, little); 11 2-TAP (the same areas); 3 nail TAP
(middle, ring, little); 8 SWIPE (top to bottom, bottom to top × index,
middle, ring, little).

Task and Procedure: The task consists of doing with the left
hand each of the 33 TTF µGestures shown on the screen (Figure 2)
as fast and precisely as possible while keeping the index finger on
the tablet’s screen. Participants are asked not to look at their hand
during the experiment, and the experimenter ensures they comply
with the latter. To become familiar with the task, they go through a
preliminary tutorial phase. They perform each of the 33 µGestures
in a fixed order: TAP, 2-TAP then SWIPE. They must correctly
perform each µGesture before going to the next step. Then, during
the test phase, participants repeat eight blocks in which they have
to perform the 33 µGestures presented in a pseudo random order.
For each trial, participants start with the index finger on the tablet.
They are then prompted with a µGesture picture on the computer
screen (Figure 2). A trial ends when the participant performs the
correct µGesture. All attempts were logged. Participants can take a
break whenever they want in between trials. After the experiment,
participants rate the perceived physical comfort for each µGesture
on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (“very uncomfortable”) to 5 (“very
comfortable”). A typical session lasts approximately 50 minutes.
3.2 Data and Analysis

We use a within-subjects design, with repeated measures, and
recorded a total of 9 participants * 33 TTF µGestures * 8 blocks =
2376 gestures. Our data set is shared on osf.io.

Error Rate (ER): sum of Error Occurrences (i.e., fail on the first
attempt) divided by the total number of trials. The ER is used as a
“score” for studying and improving the gesture set.

Comfort: subjective rating between 1 (“very uncomfortable”)
and 5 (“very comfortable”).

We filter out outliers (trials in which participants make more
than 5 erroneous attempts) following the 95% distribution rule. In
total, 140 trials out of 2376were removed (5.9% of the data), resulting
in 2236 trials. We use an estimation approach [22] to communicate
the results instead of the null hypothesis statistical testing.
3.3 Results of the experiment

Error Rate: Figure 3 shows the mean ER and CI for the Tutorial
and the Test sessions (all blocks, blocks 1 to 3 and blocks 4 to 8).
We expected that participants would overall become better after a
few blocks, hence we considered the first three blocks as a training
period before participants reach a performance plateau. Following
Dragicevic’s advice, the highlight and dotted boxes show that CI’s
ranges of the first three blocks and the last five blocks do not overlap,
strongly suggesting a learning effect. Figure 4a shows the ER for
each type µGestures (TAP, 2-TAP, SWIPE), globally then per finger.
CI’s ranges of the SWIPE performed on the index andmiddle fingers
do not overlap with the ring and little fingers. This strongly suggests

https://osf.io/574p9/?view_only=b293d77333914c2d9ebb1ad7f0fb21bb
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Figure 3: Error Rate for the Tutorial (left column) and Test
phases (all other columns). The highlight and dotted boxes
(in yellow) show that CI’s ranges of the first three blocks and
the last five blocks do not overlap.

that SWIPE performed on the index or middle fingers are less error-
prone than SWIPE performed on the ring and little fingers. CI’s
ranges of the TAP performed on the index, middle and ring fingers
scarcely overlap with CI’s ranges of the 2-TAP performed on the
same fingers. This suggests that TAP performed on the phalanxes
of those three fingers are significantly less error-prone than 2-TAP
performed on the same areas. CI’s range of TAP performed on the
nails does not overlap with anything. This strongly suggests that
TAPS on nails are significantly less error-prone than any of the
other µGesture. Figure 4a also shows that 2-TAP is the most error-
prone µGesture: participants failed to perform it on the first attempt
67.9% of the time. On the contrary, TAP µGestures are less error-
prone (42.4% including phalanx and nail TAP). In this figure, we
show separately TAP made on nails separately (i.e., "Nails” labeled
bar) from TAP made on finger phalanxes (i.e., finger labeled bars),
as they are noticeably less error-prone."

Comfort: Figure 4b shows the average comfort rating, between
1 (lowest) and 5 (highest), given by participants during the post-
experiment interview, by µGesture, target finger and target phalanx.
3.4 Analysis

Our results show that each of the 33 TTF µGesture is physically
feasible even while the index is touching a surface. In this con-
text, users’ preference go to µGestures on fingers that are near the
thumb (i.e., index and middle fingers) and on the top phalanxes
(i.e., farthest phalanxes from the palm). TAP on nails are especially
popular with participants. This is consistent with our quantitative
results: TAP are the least error-prone µGestures (42.4%) followed
by SWIPE (44.3%), and they are the most usable when performed
on the index and the middle fingers. Nails are especially usable,
with the lowest error-rate of all µGestures (9.2%). On the contrary,
performing µGestures on the ring and little fingers is harder than
on other fingers and is less preferred by participants. 2-TAP causes
significantly more errors than other µGestures (67.9%).

We aim at providing design guidelines and a µGesture set suitable
for usage while the index is touching the screen. Our goal is to iden-
tify the set of µGestures with the lowest ER and the best Comfort:
to do so, we are refining the initial set of 33 µGestures into a less
error-prone set by reducing the error factors (e.g., precise targeting)

and removing the most problematic µGestures. This refinement pro-
cess is characterized by a tradeoff between resiliency (i.e., low ER)
and expressivity (i.e., large set of µGestures). We base our analysis
on a typology of errors that a participant may make during a trial:
Gesture-error, the wrong µGesture is performed; Finger-error,
the µGesture is performed on the wrong finger; Area-error, the
µGesture is performed on the right finger but on the wrong part of
the finger. If at least one of these errors happens before completing
the trial, an Error Occurrence is counted once. These errors are not
mutually exclusive. A participant can make several errors when
performing a µGesture. For instance, if a participant is asked to
perform a TAP on the base area of the middle finger but performs a
2-TAP on the top area of the middle finger, there is a Gesture-error
and an Area-error. Out of 2249 trials, Gesture-errors represent an
ER of 30.3% (677 occurrences, CI 4.3%). Finger-errors represent an
ER of 12.5% (297 occurrences, CI 2.0%). Area-errors represent an ER
of 34.2% (765 occurrences, CI 3.7%).
3.5 Refining the µGesture set

TAP & 2-TAP:We are refining TAP and 2-TAP together, as they
are the same kind of inputs. Seeing as TAP µGestures on nails are
the least error-prone by far (Figure 4a) and the most comfortable
µGestures (Figure 4b), we decided to keep them as is in our set of
µGestures, without the need to refine them.

When taking only TAP and 2-TAP on phalanxes (i.e., no TAP on
nails) into account, Table 5 shows an ER of 59.5%. It also shows that
Area-errors are the main source of error (47.4%). The context of the
experiment could be one explanation: because of the constrained
position of the hand and the eyes-free situation, participants prob-
ably have difficulties targeting a phalanx precisely. One solution
is to increase the target size by considering only one area on each
finger. In this situation, the ER for TAP and 2-TAP together is re-
duced from 59.5% to 41.1%, as shown in Figure 6. To obtain this
score we consider that performing the task on the required finger
– independently of the required area, aside from nails – was suffi-
cient to validate the trial. TAP µGestures performed on nails are
comparatively less error-prone (9.2%), as Figure 4a indicates, which
justifies treating them separately . The lower right highlight and
box (in orange) in Figure 6 show that CI’s range for this refinement
step does not overlap with the previous CI’s range, which strongly
suggests that this refinement step has a significant impact on the
ER. The TAP & 2-TAP µGesture set is therefore reduced from 14 to
11 in total (4 TAP and 4 2-TAP, one per finger + 3 nail TAP).

Gesture-errors are the second source of errors (31.8%). As TAP
and 2-TAP are the same kind of input, they can bemerged to prevent
confusion between the two µGestures. Figure 4a shows that CI’s
ranges of the TAP performed on the index, middle and ring fingers
scarcely overlap with CI’s ranges of the 2-TAP performed on the
same fingers. This suggests that TAP performed on the phalanxes
of those three fingers are significantly less error-prone than 2-TAP
performed on the same areas, and that correctly performing 2-
TAP is more difficult. Thus we merge 2-TAP with TAP as a second
refinement step: we consider all 2-TAP performed as TAP instead.
In this configuration, Figure 6 shows that the global ER is reduced
from 41.1% down to 25.9%. The lower right highlight and box (in
orange) in Figure 6 show that CI’s range for this refinement step
does not overlap with the next CI’s range, which strongly suggests
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(a) Error Rate for each µGesture, globally and for each finger. Dotted
boxes (in yellow) show no CI overlap between index and middle fin-
gers SWIPE and ring and little fingers SWIPE. Highlight and dotted
boxes (in orange) show almost no CI overlap between index, middle
and ring fingers TAP and 2-TAP. Highlight and dotted box on the left
(in green) shows no CI overlap between nail TAP and the rest.
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(b) Comfort rating and CI sorted by µGesture (bottom), finger targeted
(middle), and area targeted (top). Highlight and dotted box (in yellow)
show close to no CI overlap between nail TAP and the rest. Highlight
and dotted box (in green) show no CI overlap between little finger
µGesture and the rest. Highlight and dotted box (in orange) show
almost no CI overlap between index and middle fingers µGesture and
ring finger ones.

Figure 4: Error Rate for each Gesture, globally and for each finger (left). Comfort rating by µGesture, finger and area (right).

that this refinement step has a significant impact on the ER. The
TAP gesture set is reduced from 11 (4 TAP and 4 2-TAP, one per
finger + 3 nail TAP ) to 7 (4 TAP, one per finger + 3 nail TAP).

As shown in Table 5 and Figure 4a, µGestures performed on the
little finger are unanimously the most error-prone. Participants also
rate them with the lowest comfort, as shown in Figure 4b. This is

# Trials
Error 

Occurrences
Error Rate CI

Test 
sessions: 
TAP & 2-
TAP only

Global 1473 876 59.5% ±2.5%

Error 
type

Gesture

1473

468 31.8% ±5.2%

Finger 197 13.4% ±2.6%

Area 699 47.4% ±4.9%

Target 
finger

Index 278 142 51.1% ±5.9%

Middle 411 211 45.1% ±4.8%

Ring 394 237 52.1% ±4.8%

Little 390 286 63.3% ±4.4%

# Trials
Error 

Occurrences
Error Rate CI

Test 
sessions: 

SWIPE 
only

Global 547 243 44.4% ±4.2%

Error 
type

Gesture

547

208 38% ±4.1%

Finger 64 11.7% ±2.7%

Area 58 10.6% ±2.6%

Target 
finger

Index 141 54 38.3% ±5%

Middle 144 41 28.5% ±4.3%

Ring 136 75 55.1% ±5.8%

Little 126 73 57.9% ±6%

Figure 5: Error Rate by type of µGesture, globally and by
fingers, plus error type, for (up) TAP and 2-TAP only and
(bottom) SWIPE only.

0% 20% 40% 60%

Test setting (global)

TAP & 2-TAP only (w/o nails)

Previous + one area per finger

Previous + TAP & 2-TAP merged

Previous + Ring & Little merged

Previous + Block 4-8 only

Figure 6: Error rate with CI for TAP and 2-TAP µGestures
of the Test sessions, for each step of the refinement pro-
cess. Highlight and dotted boxes (in yellow) show that CIs
barely overlap between the one area per finger, TAP and 2-TAP
merged configuration and the last refinement step. Highlight
and dotted box (in orange) show no CI overlap between the
one area per finger configuration and the rest.
consistent with literature findings [34, 36, 55]. Instead of completely
discarding µGestures on the little finger, we merged the little finger
with the ring finger: we considered these two fingers as one finger
(and one area), except for Gestures on nails. If a TAP on the ring or
little finger is required, it can be performed on either of these two.
Doing so, it reduces the ER from 25.9% to 24.8%, as shown in Figure
6. The TAP gesture set is reduced from 7 to 6 (3 TAP + 3 nail TAP).

In Figure 3, blocks 1 to 3 have a higher mean ER than blocks 4 to
8. This suggests a learning effect, as participants gradually become
better at performing the µGestures. We thus base our predictions
on the remaining blocks. As shown in Figure 6, taking only blocks
4 to 8 into consideration decreases the ER from 24.8% to 21.4%.
The upper left highlight and boxes (in yellow) in Figure 6 do not
overlap much, which suggest that the last two refinement steps (i.e.,
Ring Little finger fusion, plus block 4-8 only) have a significant
impact on the ER. After refining the TAP µGesture set, we have 6
TAP µGestures available: 3 on fingers (index, middle, ring / little)
and 3 on the nails (middle, ring, little). As shown in Figure 6, this
refinement process reduces the ER from 59.5% to 21.4%.

SWIPE:We refine SWIPE apart, as they are the only bi-directional
inputs. When taking only SWIPE into account, Table 5 shows an ER
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of 44.4% and that 11.7% of the errors in the Test phase are Finger-
errors. To prevent accidentally performing a SWIPE on another
finger, we keep only one SWIPE active at a time, on a finger that
triggers the fewest errors. This means we consider that any SWIPE
performed on any other finger is not happening thus not triggering
an error. Table 5 shows that the middle finger is the least error prone
(28.5%) in the Test phase with SWIPE µGestures only, followed by
the index finger (38.3%). Figure 4b shows that CI’s ranges of the
SWIPE performed on the index and middle fingers do not overlap
with the ring and little fingers. This strongly suggests that SWIPE
performed on the index or middle fingers are less error-prone than
SWIPE performed on the ring and little fingers. In addition, Figure
4b shows that the index and middle fingers are the fingers preferred
by users. Hence, to prevent confusion and false recognition, we
recommend using only one finger on which to perform the SWIPE,
either on the index or middle finger. In this configuration, the ER
of SWIPE decreases from 44.4% to 38.3% with the index finger acti-
vated only, and to 28.5% for the middle finger. The SWIPE gesture
set is thus reduced from 8 (1 SWIPE per finger along each direction)
to 2 (1 SWIPE on the index or middle finger, along each direction).

We cannot further improve the ER: Table 5 shows that most of
the errors in the Test phase are Gesture-errors (38%), which means
SWIPES are detected as TAP or 2-TAP. The context of the experi-
ment could be one explanation. Because of the constrained position
of the hand and the eyes-free situation, participants probably per-
formed the SWIPE µGestures in two steps: first they targeted the
area and made contact, then they performed the swiping gesture.
But the prototype was designed with a time threshold of 500ms
initiated at first contact and after which, in the absence of other
information, the contact was considered as a TAP.

As we did for the TAP µGestures, we are considering only blocks
4 to 8. Figure 7 shows that it decreases the ER from 38.3% to 33%
for the index finger, and from 28.5% to 25.6% for the middle finger.
The right highlight and box (in orange) in Figure 7 show that CI’s
range for SWIPE µGestures do overlap with CI’s range for SWIPE
µGestures performed on the index, but not on themiddle finger. This
suggests that using the index only to perform SWIPE µGestures
is not significantly different than using SWIPE with all fingers
activated. However, this is not the case after users have passed the
learning period (i.e., block 1-3): CI’s range for SWIPE µGestures only
slightly overlap with CI’s range for SWIPE µGestures performed on
the index for block 4-8, suggesting that the difference is significant.

After refining the SWIPE µGesture set, the resulting set includes
2 SWIPE µGestures available on either the index or middle finger.
As shown in Figure 7, the refinement process decreases the ER
from 44.4% to 33% for the index, and to 28.5% for the middle finger.
The upper left highlight and boxes (in yellow) in Figure 7 show
that CI’s ranges for SWIPE µGestures performed on the index and
middle finger for block 4-8 overlap a lot. While we cannot assert
that they are strictly equivalent, we believe that they can be used
interchangeably with minimal differences between the two.
3.6 Final µGesture set

Our refinement process applied to our initial set of 33 µGestures
leads us to define a final set of 8 µGestures (Figure 1: 3 finger TAP
(i.e., index, middle, ring/little), 3 nail TAP (i.e., middle, ring, little)
and 2 SWIPE (i.e., index or middle finger, along two directions)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Test setting (global)
SWIPE only

Index SWIPE only
Index SWIPE , block 4-8

Middle SWIPE only
Middle SWIPE, block 4-8

Figure 7: Error rate with CI for SWIPE µGestures of the Test
sessions, for each step of the refinement process. Highlight
and dotted boxes (in yellow) show that CIs overlap between
index and middle finger SWIPE for block 4-8. Highlight and
dotted box (in orange) show that CIs overlap between the
overall SWIPE and index SWIPE.
which can be used in conjunction with the index touching a surface.
Using all 8 µGestures results in an Error Rate of 27.9% (450 Error
Occurrences out of 1616 Trials, CI 2.2%). We want to stress that
the Error Rate is dependent on our experimental setting and that it
serves only for internal consistency. It is not our intention to make
it our contribution nor is it to assess whether our glove is the best
device for our interaction technique. Based on our observations and
results, we developed a second prototype for Study 2: this new glove
contains fewer sensors than the first one as it is built to recognize
the identified set of µGestures. This new prototype glove is simpler
and less bulky, and should help reduce the overall ER.

4 Study 2: Use case study of µGestures for PVI
This follow-up study aims at illustrating the use of the identified

set of µGestures as part of multimodal interaction for PVI and
obtaining qualitative feedback from PVI. Our scenario is based on
the use of an audio-tactile device [11, 12] and uses only a subset of
the µGestures identified in Study 1: an index TAP, a little finger nail
TAP, a bi-directional index SWIPE. We chose these µGestures as
they are among the easiest and most comfortable ones (Figure 4b).
4.1 Experiment Design

Participants We recruited 7 participants with VI, all right-
handed, aged from 23 to 63 y.o (mean 36.3 , Std. Dev 14), one female.
We carefully selected them so that they have different backgrounds
and their levels of visual impairment range between category 1 (i.e.,

TAP
SWIPE

Bălți’s population 
amount to 

102 450  

Name
↓

Population

Bălți

Figure 8: (Up) New glove. (Bottom) Usage illustration of the
audio-tactile map: touching a POI selects it; an index SWIPE
changes category; an index TAP starts an audio feedback.
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mild visual impairment) and 5 (i.e., complete blindness) of theWHO
classification [25]). P1 (24 y.o), has no central vision and can only
use peripheral vision (WHO cat. 2, diagnosed at 7 y.o). P2 (46 y.o)
and P3 (34 y.o) have low vision (both WHO cat. 1, both diagnosed at
1 y.o). P4 (30 y.o), has complete blindness (WHO cat. 5, since birth).
P5 (23 y.o), has severe visual impairment (WHO cat. 3, since birth).
P6 (34 y.o), has low vision (WHO cat. 1, since birth). P7 (63 y.o), has
pigmentary retinopathy with near complete blindness (WHO cat. 4,
diagnosed at 6 y.o). Only P2, P4, P5, P7 have used tactile documents.

Apparatus: For our second prototype, we used capacitive com-
ponents, allowing us to use the bare thumb instead of covering it
with conductive fabric. Sensors can be better felt, improving the
affordance (Figure 8). The software was similar to Study 1.

Usage Scenario: PVI have a different paradigm of interaction
with tactile documents than sighted users have with graphical
ones. Because they explore the document with their hands, integra-
tion of the content must be done more sequentially compared to
a sighted user, by aggregating a succession of incomplete details
until enough has been gained to synthesize and understand the
whole picture [46]. When exploring audio-tactile documents, PVI
rely on bimanual strategies mainly based on movements of the two
index finger tips touching the tactile document [5, 6, 54, 76]. But
existing audio-tactile devices require back and forth movements be-
tween the document being explored and a command menu placed
sideways, which interrupts exploration strategies and increases
cognitive load [11]. TTF µGestures aim to address this issue as
input gestures in addition to the touch modality for exploration.
Our goal is to use TTF µGestures to trigger located feedback and
commands without breaking the contact with the explored graphic.
Drawing from this use case, we adapted the audio-tactile map ap-
plication from [11, 12]. We represented Moldova’s geography on
a tablet with a tactile overlay. Using this application, users can
retrieve information about Moldova’s cities and regions (Figure 8.
Users select a POI by touching it with his left index. They can then
circle through a menu with category items (“Name”, “Population”
and “Surface area”) using index finger SWIPE µGestures. Users can
switch between abstraction levels (“City” and “Region”) using a
little finger nail TAP. At any time, a TAP on the index triggers
an audio feedback reading the selected POI, category and level
information (e.g., Surface area of the city of Chisinau).

Task and procedure: Each session started with a presentation
of the TTF µGestures and apparatus. Participants then tried all four
TTF µGestures: in the air first, then with the index on the map and
finally with the glove on. After trying all interactions a few times,
they had to explore the map to answer a series of 14 questions such
as “How many inhabitants are there in city X?”. These questions
ensured a wide variety of multimodal interaction (i.e., changing
“POI” and/or “category” and/or “abstraction level”). Theywere asked
to think aloud. After the exploration task, participants answered
a questionnaire about the perceived usability and utility. Usability
questions covered ease to perform and learn the µGestures, and
potential discomfort. Utility questions covered perceived utility
and qualities of the multimodal interaction technique, and other
potential usage scenarios. This study took 15min on average.

4.2 Results
Usability: All participants agreed that the index TAP was easy

to perform. P2 and P7 had some issues with the nail TAP, and P3
said that while easy to do, it was the hardest µGesture of the set.
All but P4 found the SWIPE gestures easy to perform. P5 and P7
said “Once you get it, it is easy” and “Everybody can do it”. Three
participants said that TTF µGestures were quick to perform. Five
said they were practical. Two said they were readily available. All
participants strongly agreed on the ease of learning the interaction
technique. In situ observations further support their comments:
they all became independent after a few minutes of usage, even
though P2 needed some reminders throughout the session. P1, P3,
P6 found the interaction technique “very intuitive”. P3 said “he
could picture the menu along his finger”. P6 said the µGesture set
can be “remembered easily”. Apart from issues with the TAP on
the little finger’s nail (P2, P7), none of them mentioned anything
about the interaction technique but pointed out the prototype’s
shortcomings (e.g., lag, size of the glove...) instead.

Utility: All participants stated that this interaction technique
can be useful for eyes-free interaction while interacting with a
touchscreen device. P1, P3 and P7 spontaneously mentioned that
TTF µGestures allow you to interact and keep your hand in place
instead of having to move the hand away (e.g., to perform an on-
screen gesture or to interact with a side menu) and lose context. P2
and P7 also said that TTF µGesture could be useful for changing
parameters on the fly (e.g., stopping a long or unwanted audio
feedback, changing audio output speed). As for using TTF µGestures
in other situations, six participants mentioned at first an educational
context (e.g., learning geography, anatomy or geometry at school).
P3 said that it could be used on any surface. He also mentioned
it could be used as additional input with a computer (e.g., use of
macro shortcuts) or modifier-keyboard-keys (e.g., CTRL, ALT) but
for touchscreen. He also said that µGesture-based techniques could
be particularly useful for people suffering from motor handicap
(e.g., tetraplegia). P5 and P6 said it would be interesting for games.

Overall: In summary, all participants found TTF µGestures use-
ful, usable, intuitive and comfortable when being used to explore an
audio-tactile document. They were really interested in the interac-
tion possibilities TTF µGestures open and were especially curious
about concrete scenarios that we would develop in the future.

5 General Discussion and Limitations
We want to stress that our aim is not to assess whether our glove

is the best device for our interaction technique but rather if the
µGestures it senses can provide benefits in our context. Having
shown the potential of µGestures as an input modality combined
with touch, further research effort can be put into technologies to
accurately capture the identified µGestures according to the context
of use (e.g., a camera in a fixed setting [55], a ring in a mobile setting
[10]). Notably, the second prototype we made for Study 2 has less
sensors and is therefore less bulky and easier to use.

Study 1 shows that users’ preferences go to TTF µGestures on
fingers that are near the thumb (i.e., index, middle finger) and on
the top phalanxes (i.e., farthest phalanxes from the palm) when the
index is in contact with a surface. This is in line with the literature
and we show that these existing results hold when the index is in
contact with a surface. Most of the errors (34,2%) in Study 1 are
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triggered because of the difficulty to precisely target a phalanx (i.e.,
Area-errors). This can be explained by the constrained position of
the hand and the absence of visual feedback. Indeed, in a hand-free
situation with visual feedback, performing a TTF µGesture is a
trivial task for the users [41, 70]. So our recommendation is to con-
sider the entire finger as a unique area. This reduces the accuracy
needed and allows users to target a comfortable area on a given
finger, but also reduce the number of possible µGestures per finger.
To further reduce errors, we have opted for a solution that merges
the sources of confusion (e.g., 2-TAP considered as TAP), which in
turn results in a decrease in the number of inputs. Still, the set of
8 µGestures that we propose is a fair tradeoff between resiliency
(i.e., low Error Rate) and expressivity (i.e., number of possible in-
puts). Indeed, as a modality combined with the touch modality, it
would realistically multiply the touch command space by eight.
While we conscientiously thought during the experimental design
about PVI and sighted having developed different manual dexterity,
we decided to go for a conservative condition. First, regardless of
their handedness, PVI mostly use their left hand to explore tactile
graphics [6]. Second, asking sighted users to use their left hand al-
though they are right-handed should be considered as a worst-case
scenario. Hence, we hypothesized that PVI should be able to use
µGestures with more ease than sighted users with their left hand.

Study 2 shows that PVI appreciate TTF µGestures as an input
modality in combination with the touch modality. Mostly, they find
it “quick”, “intuitive”, "easy to perform" and “practical”. All gestures
were considered easy to perform while keeping their index on the
tablet. Two PVI participants mentioned that the TAP on the little fin-
ger’s nail was the most difficult of the 4 µGestures. We suppose that
nails TAP having a good comfort rating in study 1 being perceived
as hard in study 2 can be explained by several factors: nails TAP
might be perceived as quite efficient when compared to the other
33 µGestures in general (study 1) but not so significantly when
compared to the easiest 3 µGestures (e.g., TAP on index) (study
2); in study 1 the comfort rating was influenced by the error rate
and nails TAP are particularly resilient while in study 2 an error
rate was not present; in study 1 nails TAP comfort scores were
grouped together, while in study 2, only the little finger’s nail TAP
was used, which might be the hardest of the lot. We are conscious
that we cannot generalize findings of Study 2 with 7 participants.
Also, study 2 may have suffered from the novelty effect. Nonethe-
less, they validated the usability of the multimodal technique and
unanimously reported the same characteristics (i.e., quick, intuitive,
practical, easy to perform) for justifying the appeal of the technique
as compared to the technique they use on a daily basis. This makes
us confident that the positive feedback is not solely due to the nov-
elty effect and strongly suggests that TTF µGestures are promising
and offer desirable qualities for PVI interaction on tactile devices.

The participants were adamant about this technique being useful.
Nevertheless it was hard for them during the questionnaire to
identify use-cases that would benefit from it beyond the scenario
we proposed. One explanationwe put forward is that they do not use
much of the possibilities offered by tactile devices (e.g., copy/paste)
because of their complexity with current accessibility tools [1].
Most of the PVI would not even know such features are possible,
therefore they could not envision that it can be done. Six of them
said that it could be useful in education and two mentioned games.

They further suggested that the multimodal technique would be
pertinent in situations where it could be used concomitantly while
exploring a document (e.g., changing a parameter on the fly, while
continuing the exploration) rather than sequentially (e.g., having to
interrupt the primary task with the document). Without explicitly
stating it this way, the participants suggested that the multimodal
approach taken could be promising for concurrent tasks and not
just for synergistic usage for a given task like in Study 2. The
exploration of a document defines a promising scenario involving
concurrent tasks. Indeed [76], in line with [33, 60], showed that as a
part of a cognitive strategy to interpret a tactile document, fingers
frequently stop and go during the exploration. TTF µGestures could
be a complementary input modality of choice as µGestures could
be triggered on the fly during those stops and with minimal impact
on the cognitive process of understanding the document.

6 Conclusion
Being the main interaction technique of tablets and smartphones,

touch as an input modality is increasingly ubiquitous but still poses
usability challenges to PVI. To improve the touch modality for PVI,
in this paper we investigated the TTF µGesture modality, a modal-
ity not yet studied for accessibility but possessing many desirable
characteristics (i.e., eyes-free, unobtrusive, cognitively undemand-
ing) for PVI. Our first study contributes to a first exploration of
which TTF µGestures are physically feasible and comfortable while
touching a surface in an eyes-free situation. Our results suggest
that in this context, targeting a specific phalanx is difficult. More-
over, despite our constrained context, the results are coherent with
literature on the following points: 1) performing TTF µGestures
on the ring and little fingers is harder than on other fingers and is
less preferred by participants [34, 36, 39, 62, 64]; 2) taps on middle,
ring and little finger’s nails are especially usable and popular with
participants [39, 42].From this first study we identify a set of 8
TTF µGestures (i.e., 6 TAP and 2 SWIPE) that can be usable as a
touch overloading modality in an eyes-free situation. This gesture
set can serve as a conservative baseline for designers that need
a touch overloading modality for PVI as well for sighted partici-
pants. We illustrated the use of this baseline set of TTF µGestures
by designing a multimodal application combining the touch and
µGesture modalities for PVI. To do so we selected 4 TTF µGestures
from the baseline set. We experimentally tested the multimodal
application with 7 participants with visual impairment. This second
study shows that PVI can easily engage with this multimodal inter-
action technique. In particular, they appreciate it for being quick,
instinctive, practical and easy to perform. The collected feedback
from PVI also highlights that the multimodal technique could be
useful in several contexts of use. Participants were really interested
by the possibility of using TTF µGestures in eyes-free interaction.
They notably expressed that the technique could be useful in edu-
cational contexts, in public spaces (e.g., audio-guides in museums
with tactile representations of paintings), for games, and for soft-
ware applications with parameters that can be adjusted on the fly
(e.g., granularity of text selection in word processors).

As future work, we plan to further investigate the multimodal
technique based on the identified set of 8 TTF µGestures with
PVI. One use case would be an alternative to current text edition,
which seems to pose many problems to PVI [40]: they could swipe
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towards the base of their index finger to copy the selected text (as
a metaphor of grabbing it in your hand), and drop the copied text
with the opposite SWIPE (as a metaphor of putting it down).
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